Ontario supports plan for Pickering extension
The Ontario government is supporting a plan by Ontario Power Generation (OPG) to safely extend operation of the Pickering Nuclear Generating Station Units 5 to 8 to the end of 2025. The updated schedule will provide Ontario’s electricity consumers with clean, reliable, low-cost energy and allow 4,500 jobs to remain in Durham region longer.
Read more here

Bruce Power, Cameco expand partnership and launch Centre for Next Generation Nuclear
Bruce Power and COG supplier participant Cameco recently announced a series of initiatives – highlighted by the creation of a centre for next generation nuclear technologies through the Nuclear Innovation Institute (NII) – leveraging their existing partnership. As part of the Bruce Power Life-Extension Program, Cameco will supply 1,600 specialized fuel bundles for Unit 6, scheduled for restart in 2024.
Read Bruce Power release here
Read NII release here

Alberta, other provinces explore safe, small-scale nuclear technology
Alberta will enter into an agreement with three other provinces to explore emerging, small-scale nuclear technology that could lower emissions and help diversify the province’s energy sector. Alberta Premier Jason Kenney has indicated Alberta’s intent to enter into a memorandum of understanding with Ontario, Saskatchewan and New Brunswick to support the development of versatile and scalable SMRs.
Read more here
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